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“Evolutionary experience
enables our consciousness to soar through the etheric sphere,
or perhaps, to physically walk on water.
Yet, more importantly, our experience of conscious evolution
co-creates a new society
that pioneers an innovative life on Earth.”

Conscious Evolution...what is it and where is it leading our human race?
Evolution is always occurring throughout the entire cosmos and its cumulative outcome is the
result of many choices. Although there are possibilities that many environmental changes may
occur during the impetus of our quantum shift, or the odds of mass migration, this article can
help the reader understand that the changes we experience are always in divine order. These
changes are essential for the new cosmic alignment of Earth and the outcome of restructuring
and rebuilding our new society with advanced systems including self-sufficient communities. By
holding the image of a positive outcome, it makes it easier for us to experience our
transformation with ease and grace, rebuild a new society and create the reality we want to
experience.
Conscious evolution is a forward impetus and derives from the result of conscious choice, a
qualified element that requires us to be fully present in every moment. It overshadows a
quantum template of understanding that sustains a divine plan, and this plan is transcending the
course of human history. The message that we are opening up to receive signifies that we are
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the co-creators of an “ ultimate design ” that involves transmutation throughout all life
everywhere. However, it is virtually impossible for any of us to foresee the end result of this
“design” until we are in the moment of the revisions, because we are the ones that are cocreating the new foundation for this template here on Earth. Hence, conscious evolution is a
step by step process of active forward motion, and this impetus enables us to comprehend, and
achieve transformation within our human, global and planetary progression.

Conscious evolution enables us to redefine that
in every moment of every day we have the power to
choose to co-create the life that
we want to experience
As pioneers with only a “foothold” in the experience of an immense human and cosmic
passageway, conscious evolution enables us to redefine that in every moment of every day we
have the power to choose to co-create the life that we want to experience. As long as we are
making constructive choices conscious evolution occurs. Everyone who moves in a positive
direction contributes their own piece to becoming fully aware of the on-going evolution of
collective consciousness. Thence, the impetus of conscious evolution stretches us beyond our
current level of awareness, and rightfully so, it is supposed to. In our physical reality conscious
evolution redefines our awareness and sweeps through us like a tsunami that floods us with the
waters of purification and rejuvenation, creating complete restoration within our DNA. And this is
just the tipping point.
The tipping point enables Earth to come into alignment and it enables us to
experience the quantum attributes of steadfastness, equality and
equanimity.

These

attributes

enable

us

to

attain

a

heightened

understanding of the purpose for human life through the unfoldment of
several phases of upward mobility such as; awakening, activation,
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ascension, assimilation, conscious creation, manifestation, certainty, divinity, synergy, and
sovereignty. During our unfoldment towards a quantum understanding of this new template of
understanding, we claim our divine birthright, create a new life contract, amplify our sensory
perceptions, unify separation in our consciousness, and align free will with divine will. Through
pure intention and in-depth vision we actualize the quantum experience of liberation and
freedom, as well as the unlimited creativity of joy, abundance, truth, clarity, certainty, and infinite
love. As authentic conscious co-creators we strengthen the concept of service for the greater
good of all.
The full scope of this awareness requires that we define life in
accordance with our full human potential. It enables us to use our
evolutionary eyes and be fully cognizant of all that is occurring
within and around us in any given moment. This advanced focus
towards the transformation of our human evolutionary journey
includes

the

synthesis

of

all

that

we

are

as

unified

consciousness, which is a major attainment in our evolutionary experience.
This unified field of resonance leads to our being consciously aware of the synchronicity and
cosmic synergy within our human self. Complete clarity on this unified field of resonance reveals
that conscious evolution clearly defines that all human experiences simultaneously occur
interdimensionally and multidimensionally. At the human phase this aspect of quantum physics
challenges us to broaden our present scope of awareness regardless of our race, creed,
societal beliefs, or what we think we know or do not know. Some readers will accept this
authentic explanation of conscious evolution along with the understanding of its transformational
cycle and some will not. What truly matters is our conscious preference of every individual to
activate and apply the power of choice to everything that we do in day-to-day life.
Through the use of conscious preference we can choose to experience resonant possibilities
and probabilities and create the full diversity of multiple potentialities. However, this impetus
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requires willingness and commitment to shift beyond the egoic self and consciously synthesize
all that we are as co-creator with God. Hence, the initial impact of this phenomenal threshold is
just the tip of the iceberg, as the restructure of advanced systems alters the overall stability of all
human life. And some individuals will accept this potentiality and others will not.
It is essential to be aware that everything can shift in an instant, yet the
fact that we are truly in a volatile time, awareness of what is occurring
does not go unnoticed. However, if we remain focused, through chaos
always comes order. The quantum message to this advanced form of
order is “nothing is as it appears to be.” For this reason it is crucial that we all envision a positive
outcome for ourselves and those we love, as well as for our planet.
Conscious evolution also affects the systems currently on this planet. Out-dated systems will fall
and new systems will be developed according to the advanced technology that downloads into
the consciousness of those individuals who contract to implement them. The institutions that are
out of alignment within these out-dated systems will also be modified to be in alignment with the
advanced systems that are coming forth. As systems on Earth begin to rebuild their new
structures an evolutionary spiral of convergence synergizes the individualized fields of
knowledge throughout religion, science and spirituality, bringing them into a quantum field of
resonance. As this unification creates essential transfiguration, an all-encompassing interstellar
encodement reinforces the necessity for an advanced system of order. This infusion of synergy
transcends the out-dated systems into a quantum field of economic organization. Some of these
systems are; architecture, education, allopathic systems and holistic alternatives, finance,
government, green environment,

industry,

religion, science and spirituality, technology,

transportation, and the creation of self-sufficient communities. These and all other systems are
responsible for providing efficient, self-sustained institutions’ that manifest equality, balance,
harmony and a sense of unity among those individuals involved. As we create these advanced
systems every aspect of life is transformed and flourishes with vitality, and those individuals who
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implement these advanced systems influence the entire global community. Following are some
of the essential revisions that we will bring into the forefront:
Architecture
Many of the world’s traditions in fact have intergalactic stellar connections and origins. The
architects transmit specific matrices of light that manifest off-planet structure into form. Their
blueprints are diverse and comprise technology suitable for the 21st century.
Education
On a technological level individuals like Steve Jobs bring forth innovations, which transform
every aspect of our daily life. On the level of personal and spiritual education we learn to access
and integrate remembrance of off-planet lifetimes and bring resolutions to their lessons.
With regards to today’s youth many are already revealing their awareness of advanced levels of
creativity for they walk with full knowing of their cosmic purpose. For example: Crystal children
bring forth this knowing and show us how to implement the remembrance of advanced forms of
interstellar technologies. These children are the future Golden Age Teachers, sharing cosmic
knowledge through the educational system, and they have the innate ability to educate us in the
multidimensional understanding of interstellar awareness.

However, most importantly the 5D

teachers in this new education system guide us through the most profound training of all – our
own;
Allopathic Systems and Holistic Alternatives
In the western world the medical system advances toward the use of highly developed quantum
technology to provide healing for the influx of patients requiring this service. Many medical
professionals have yet to realize that we are releasing medical issues that stem from energetic
patterns held within the matrix of our DNA. However, some medical diseases are chronic or self5
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created, and in the world of holistic health and wellness, this reveals that the issue may also be
energetically based rather than medically based.
In the Chinese medical system doctors receive monetary compensation when their patients are
well, rather than when they are sick. In our western world the new encodement for health and
well-being is to accept full responsibility for ourselves, and maintain a vibrant life force that
reinforces wellness beyond our present scope of wakefulness. This knowledge raises our
awareness of how important it is to create an advanced human prototype within a new society
that actively develops an advanced health system for people that are living a more simple life
after the quantum shift occurs.
As the western medical profession refines their approach to wellness and integrates the
advanced use on energetic technologies, they genuinely approach their work with heart-based
sensitivity. This supports complete collaboration between allopathic and holistic practices and
facilitates a deeper level of healing for the patient;
Finance
Our new financial system is developed through a global endeavor and it promotes an equal
distribution of wealth among all humankind. Money lenders within financial institutions transform
greed at every level, and the development of an advanced monetary system based on integrity
and accountability creates a different distribution of wealth. Financially all of the general
necessities in life are much more evenly distributed, which enables us to create the reality that
we choose to experience. It is beneficial for us to remember to envision the outcome of our own
prosperity so that we manifest “abundance” in every area of our lives;
Government
This new system of government unites people all over the world in mutual respect, sustainability
and interdependence. Its foundation consists of a body of representation that speaks for the
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people at the grassroots level. It elects and supports politicians that serve their constituents with
a true sense of global and planetary purpose, monitors judicial and governing bodies, and
govern according to the highest good of all. Therefore, this highly evolved form of government
makes certain that political power remains in the hands of the people;
Green Environment
Our new green environment is free of all artificial substance, and Earth’s current carbon based
system transcends into ether, an air-based 5th dimensional frequency of light. Hence, Earth’s 3D
carbon-based system transmutes oxygen into Earth’s 5th dimensional air-based frequency of
light. This alteration is supported by the geometric form, the 5D platonic solid, icosadodecahedron, and its electromagnetics naturally cleanse earth’s waters, soil, air, and restores
these elements to their original perfection. This alteration may be very challenging for many
individuals to comprehend;
Industry
This advanced system operates with refined integrity and service, and complies with the
standards that are essential for a healthy environment. The use of high-tech equipment
programmed with advanced technology supports industries and their operating systems such as
commercial production, manufacturing, inventory and deliveries. Employers’ inform their market
of available products and services through electronic broadcasting. This enables us to
determine what our requirements are and complete our purchases accordingly;
Religion
All of the human conditioning that we have internalized from religion dissipates from our
consciousness. If we evaluate our human programming we can see how we have been
conditioned by many of the out-dated concepts within certain religious traditions. Many people
may have great difficulty with this 5D concept due to their previous imprints.
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In the quantum field of religion, all ancient doctrines are modified to contain a unified concept of
oneness, which enables us to live our lives with a direct moment-to-moment connection to
Godself, or Source. Through the spiritual guidance of oversoul, we interact as one
consciousness, function in harmonious action, and emanate infinite love through the attributes
of equality and equanimity. We are forthright in independent thinking and tread farther into the
unknown in service to the divine plan. As a unified team of conscious individuals we uphold the
light while we fulfill our true purpose;
Science and Spirituality
All separation unifies within the fields of science and spirituality. Mathematicians, Geometricians
and Physicists all revise their base of knowledge, and bring their respected fields into alignment
with the frequencies of the quantum field of the 5th dimension.

Geneticists, Biologists,

Geologists, Meteorologists, Astrophysicists, and Cosmologists all play their part by introducing
advanced technology to sustain DNA, initiate the procreation of the new human prototype,
monitor pulsations in the magnetic and electromagnetic grids, supervise direction of impending
atmospheric activities, modification of space travel, and the knowledge to help us synergize with
the true lineage of their intergalactic origin.
Technology
Modern technology is rapidly becoming a major part of many systems on Earth and the
institutions that operate these systems are realizing that these advanced skills are essential to
the way in which we create our new life.
Advanced technology expands throughout the 21st century, initiates the download of off-planet
technology in all systems on Earth. These downloads filter through the consciousness of those
individuals whose mission it is to implement it into a newly formed society. And, the
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development of the microchip, supercomputers, and solar and wind technology facilitate in the
momentum of this forward progress.
Transportation
Inventors, astrophysicists and engineers collectively use their skills to fulfill a greater purpose
than they can achieve on their own. As an effective unit these professionals bring their
knowledge together, master magnetics and build vehicles that function electrically or as hybrid.
As a result of their creativity transportation is greatly enhanced.
Cosmic awareness and the use of interstellar technologies facilitate in the development of
spacecrafts, which enables us to travel to other planets and connect with life on interplanetary
civilizations. These two methods are essential to our future existence as they assist in a more
rapid method of travel from one destination to another.
Self-sufficient Communities
“Human life represents a tiny point as it journeys along the spiral of conscious evolution.
Specific steps along the spiral sustain vibrational frequencies that when passed through or
abided in, compress into a minute flame of light, which expands into a larger flame. The more
we move upward along our own spiral, the more we energetically, sense, know or feel the
pulsation of light that we are. Eventually the last knowing is brought forth, the spiral is pulled
inside out and the vastness of our light is fully here, where we are functioning within a physical
body. In essence we re-create our way of life, in accordance with the understandings and the
interaction of time and timelessness, as it is revealed in our blueprint.”
Being fully present in our bodies and with life on Earth
enables us to build self-sufficient communities. Within
these communities we consciously create societies with
new social structures based on complete integrity,
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equality, harmony and balanced living. As inhabitants of these communities we encourage the
sharing of wisdom, knowledge, ideas and talents between the professionals who live there.
These interdependent relationships combine our expertise with genuine authenticity and are in
service to the greater good of all. Aside from gardeners and food growers who provide healthy
food, in exchange for their service, we interrelate with other professionals within the community
that we live in. People from every profession will be able to offer their specialty in a much more
egalitarian way. And these individuals will have the innate ability to communicate with other
self-sufficient communities around the globe.
The more we expand our awareness, the more we develop global communities that form circles
of unity based in common ground. These communities emanate infinite love for the needs of the
whole, and provide a greater sense of stability to all who participate.
Listen to your heart.
Be mindful of all that you say and do.
Shift beyond your own limitations.
Remain centered and balanced amidst chaos.
Uphold gratitude, integrity, and humility.
Remain strong in your own convictions.
Remember that nothing is as it appears to be.
Expect the unexpected as constant change is the only stable condition.
Accept that you are a quantum being of light and energy.

This 6-part series of articles contains essential information for the conscious evolution of your quantum
shift in consciousness. As you read through this series I trust that you, the Reader, will make conscious
choices for yourself, assist those you love, and hold this planet in your heart so that it completes its shift
with as much ease and grace as possible.
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Salantra, founder of Heaven on Earth International Inc., is a self-published author and founding member
of AWG: Archimedes Writers Group. She is also an ACE certified agent for Conscious Evolution, Golden
Age Teacher, Clairsentient, and Vibrational Intuitive. To contact Salantra:
Email: info@HeavenOnEarthInternational.com
Phone: 778.292.0878, Cell: 778.985.5681
Website: http://www.HeavenOnEarthInternational.com
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